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Easy breakfast sandwiches made at home.  Breakfast is easier than ever using these delicious

recipes and a breakfast sandwich maker. A morning meal can be a breeze: quick and delicious,

easy to make, and ready in five minutes with minimal cleanup afterwards.  Nutritionists are right that

a good breakfast is the very best way to start a day, yet often it is a struggle for time and ideas on

what to make. This book provides a really fun, fool-proof and fast way to make a delicious breakfast

sandwich -- perfect for students, busy moms, teenagers and anyone on the go who finds it just too

time consuming or cumbersome to make breakfast for themselves.  All of these recipes have been

designed for the speed of a breakfast sandwich maker along with easy-to-follow directions. All of

these recipes can also be prepared using small kitchen appliances such as an all-in-one-griddle,

sandwich maker or even good old-fashioned pots and pans.  Here are some individual and crowd

pleasers:  Classic Breakfast Sandwiches  Bacon, Avocado and Cheddar Breakfast Melt, Rustic

Ham and Cheese Sandwich, Apple Bacon and Cheddar Croissant, Hash Browns and Sausage  

Vegetarian  Chocolate Chip Blueberry Pancakes, Portabella Mushroom Sandwich, Caramelized

Onion and Kale Frittata, Margherita Pizza, Florentine Eggs   Anytime recipes  Prosciutto, Artichokes

and Cream Cheese on a Brioche, Chorizo Egg Torta, Southwestern Chicken Sandwich, Anytime

Quesadillas, Cranberry Bagel Sausage.
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I love this book. It has so many delicious breakfast egg sandwich ideas - from classic to gourmet.



However, this book has so much more & turns the breakfast sandwich maker into a a versatile

cooking tool. The cookbook has recipes for burgers and pizzas and a whole chapter devoted to

desserts & snacks and there is a kid-friendly chapter too. It also has chapters for gluten-free cooking

and for vegetarian lovers. Not all recipes include bread and not all recipes include egg. I would

never have considered using the breakfast sandwich maker in so many creative ways and this book

provides easy to follow instructions to make a meal in minutes. And, most importantly, the recipes

I've tried so far are fantastic! And I definitely have a long list of ones I will be trying. With 150 recipes

there are a lot to choose from.The breakfast sandwich maker and this book combined make a

terrific gift at a very reasonable price. It's great for a college student, a family with busy activity

schedules that are looking for quick & healthy individualized meals in minutes or anyone looking for

easy & fast healthy meals in minutes (I'm 50+ and no kids). I also appreciate that the gadget is

small & easy to clean.I highly recommend this book.

I recently received this book as a gift and found its many recipes amazing. I love sandwiches at any

time of the day and this book, along with my Hamilton Beach Breakfast Sandwich Maker, have

made many of my other sandwich makers obsolete. Eating healthy is a challenge for people like me

who are constantly on "the go". There's a delicious recipe for every meal together with easy to

follow instructions that helped turn even me, into surprisingly good cook. I like the fact that I can

make pizzas, omelets and even snacks and desserts in my breakfast sandwich maker. Not only am

I eating better, but I have also found that I can save money and a whole lot of time and cleanup. A

great book if you want to ditch the fast food breakfast sandwiches and make one in minutes with

your own ingredients!

We recently got one of those new breakfast sandwich machines as a Christmas present. At this

point, weÃ¢Â€Â™ve basically just made lots of copycat Egg McMuffinÃ¢Â€Â™s. So, I was relieved

to get this book and try out some new ideas. The first recipe I tried was a fantastic Cajun Shrimp

Sandwich, which I would never have thought to make in this machine, but it turned out great and the

Cajun seasoning and crusty roll really made it. While looking though the book for more recipes to

try, I found one of my kids had put a half-dozen bookmarks on different recipes theyÃ¢Â€Â™re

looking forward to: Ham & Mushroom Omelet, Maple Bread Pudding, Cuban Sandwich, Garam

Masala Chicken on Pita, Asian Burger on a Ramen Noodle Bun, and a Baklava-Inspired Biscuit.

IÃ¢Â€Â™m definitely going to have to try all of those, they sound amazing. I really like how it has

recipes from all over the world and how it broadens the abilities of this machine beyond what I



thought it could make with it!

This is a nice little recipe book, but it wasn't 100% what I was looking for. One of the issue I have

with the sandwich maker is to find breads that fit. It seems to be designed with English muffins in

mind, and very little else fits. I had hoped that the recipes in this book would rely less on English

muffins, and give tips on other "carriers" for the eggs and veggies and whatever else fills the

sandwich. They do have a recipe for hash browns as a base, which I like, but overall, too much

reliance on muffins. But this is my only complaint. The recipes are good, and I've gotten some nice

ideas from it. Regarding the bread situation, I finally solved the problem by baking my own breads,

and using a biscuit cutter to cut it to size.

No doubt Hamilton Beach struggled to figure out what to call this wonderful machine. By calling it a

"breakfast sandwich maker" they inadvertently set up a psychological barrier to thinking outside the

box as to the many sorts of sandwiches that can be made.Williams has done a fantastic favor to all

of us by breaking through the barrier and providing a plethora of possibilities, each open to the

user's own imagination. The index is one of the best of any cookbooks, organized in a number of

ways, including basic ingredients. The recipes are grouped under beef, chicken, vegetarian, pork,

etc etc.If you get a machine, you've got to get this book!

I purchased this along with a 2 sandwich maker. The ideas that are in the book are especially

helpful when you are hungry & can't think of what you want to eat. You can flip through the book

and choose something that sounds good and it actually is! I just hate it when a recipe looks better

than it tastes. I have a ton of cookbooks and this one simplified breakfast. With the aid of the actual

machine our family can flip to a page and follow the simple instructions. It even has recipes that are

easy enough for a teen to make. There are recipes that are more suited for adults as well. I have a

cookie cutter that makes circle cuts that make it easy to pick different breads to use so that you are

not stuck with only a few options. I enjoy the book and think that it is a good book to own along with

a sandwich maker.

A Welcome Addition To My KitchenMy family loves sandwiches, particularly breakfast sandwiches.

Until I found this book, I had no idea how easy it was to make so many different sandwiches. There

are also many recipes for desserts and snacks, and even pizzas and burgers! I really like knowing

the quality of ingredients I am putting into my family's sandwiches including sneaking in extra



vegetables without my young daughters realizing that they're getting extra veggies in their diet.

These breakfast sandwich recipes and the Hamilton Beach Breakfast Sandwich Maker are perfect

together!

This Sandwich Maker Recipe book is excellent for using the new Sandwhich Maker as it has so

many recipe's for breakfast, lunch etc. The recipe's are so easy to follow and most of them use

common ingredients that you probably have in your kitchen cupboard or pantry. I am very happy

that I ordered it and will get many uses from it.
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